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Problem 

Use Amazon SageMaker and BlazingText algorithm to build a 
Machine Learning model that can identify similar phrases from 
finance domain documents.
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Steps

1. Training Data Preparation

2. Training & Tuning the Model

3. Deploying the model, Inference using real data

4. Results & Evaluation



1. Data Preparation

1. General English language corpus

2. Finance domain-specific corpus

All text was finally normalized, prepared as one sentence per line as 
required by BlazingText, merged into a single file and uploaded to 
S3
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1.1 Data Preparation: English language corpus

• This is a generic english language corpus of 1 billion words available 
at http://www.statmt.org/lm-benchmark/

• The notebook downloads the corpus, normalizes the text using NLTK 
module, and writes the output in the format accepted by Amazon 
SageMaker BlazingText algorithm -- which is one sentence per line in a 
single input file

• All the data files are uploaded to S3

• This exercise was repeated once with all stop words removed as part of 
the normalization step, and once with all stop words retained.

LM1B data set v4.ipynb
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http://www.statmt.org/lm-benchmark/
https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/LM1B%20data%20set%20v4.ipynb


1.1 Data Preparation: English language corpus LM1B data set v4.ipynb
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Download and Uncompress
The 1 Billion Words dataset

https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/LM1B%20data%20set%20v4.ipynb


1.1 Data Preparation: English language corpus LM1B data set v4.ipynb
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Normalize the text using NLTK

https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/LM1B%20data%20set%20v4.ipynb


1.1 Data Preparation: English language corpus LM1B data set v4.ipynb
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Normalize the text using NLTK

https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/LM1B%20data%20set%20v4.ipynb


1.2 Data Preparation: Finance domain-specific corpus (A)

• For financial and business domain specific corpus, the following data source 
was identified during research:

• The US S.E.C. receives annual reports and Form 10-K filings from all publicly 
listed companies every year and makes this data available as tagged XBRL 
data.

• https://www.sec.gov/dera/data/financial-statement-and-notes-data-set.html
• The Form 10-K data for last 10 years is made available by US S.E.C along with 

a guide to the data structure. For example each quarter's ZIP file contains 
multiple files that contain the various types of data submitted by the 
companies. Through a careful study of the data structures, it was posisble to 
pick the right data files from each ZIP file and the right rows and columns of 
data from each CSV file. Only the field values correspondingto the XBRL tag 
names that end with "TextBlock" were picked to be part of the corpus as they 
rpresented the flowing english text descriptions in annual reports. This 
eliminated most of the tabular, numeric, and other non-textual information.

• This filtered corpus was processed through the same NLTK normalization 
steps as above and uploaded to S3.

• Financial Data Sets (SEC 10K Notes) Scratchpad v3.ipynb
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https://www.sec.gov/dera/data/financial-statement-and-notes-data-set.html
https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/Financial%20Data%20Sets%20(SEC%2010K%20Notes)%20Scratchpad%20v3.ipynb


1.2 Data Preparation: Finance domain-specific corpus (A)

Financial Data Sets (SEC 10K Notes) Scratchpad v3.ipynb
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Scrape SEC website using 
BeautifulSoup and collect the links for 

ZIP files

https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/Financial%20Data%20Sets%20(SEC%2010K%20Notes)%20Scratchpad%20v3.ipynb


1.2 Data Preparation: Finance domain-specific corpus (A)

Financial Data Sets (SEC 10K Notes) Scratchpad v3.ipynb
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Iterate through the text file for URLs 
and download the zip files

https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/Financial%20Data%20Sets%20(SEC%2010K%20Notes)%20Scratchpad%20v3.ipynb


1.2 Data Preparation: Finance domain-specific corpus (A)

Financial Data Sets (SEC 10K Notes) Scratchpad v3.ipynb
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Extract “txt.tsv” form each ZIP file

https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/Financial%20Data%20Sets%20(SEC%2010K%20Notes)%20Scratchpad%20v3.ipynb


1.2 Data Preparation: Finance domain-specific corpus (A)

Financial Data Sets (SEC 10K Notes) Scratchpad v3.ipynb
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Read each .TSV file and extract the values 
corresponding to “*TextBlock” XBRL tags

https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/Financial%20Data%20Sets%20(SEC%2010K%20Notes)%20Scratchpad%20v3.ipynb


1.2 Data Preparation: Finance domain-specific corpus (A)

Financial Data Sets (SEC 10K Notes) Scratchpad v3.ipynb
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Normalize the text using NLTK

https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/Financial%20Data%20Sets%20(SEC%2010K%20Notes)%20Scratchpad%20v3.ipynb


1.2 Data Preparation: Finance domain-specific corpus (A)

Financial Data Sets (SEC 10K Notes) Scratchpad v3.ipynb
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Normalize the text using NLTK

https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/Financial%20Data%20Sets%20(SEC%2010K%20Notes)%20Scratchpad%20v3.ipynb


1.3 Data Preparation: Finance domain-specific corpus (B)

• The US S.E.C also maintains a database of all "Annual Report to 
Shareholders" (ARS) documents submitted by various publicly traded 
entities and makes it available though an online search tool called the 
EDGAR full-text search.

• Using this as a source, it was possible to list the HTML files of all 
available ARS documents -- which was a rather limited collection.

• Using BeautifulSoup and NLTK modules these HTML files were 
normalized and merged into a single corpus file and uploaded to S3.

• Financial Data Sets (SEC EDGAR ARS) Scratchpad v1.ipynb
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https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/Financial%20Data%20Sets%20(SEC%20EDGAR%20ARS)%20Scratchpad%20v1.ipynb


1.3 Data Preparation: Finance domain-specific corpus (B)

Financial Data Sets (SEC EDGAR ARS) Scratchpad v1.ipynb
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Scrape the SEC EDGAR Search Results 
webpage for HTML links – each of which is 

one ARS document.

https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/Financial%20Data%20Sets%20(SEC%20EDGAR%20ARS)%20Scratchpad%20v1.ipynb


1.3 Data Preparation: Finance domain-specific corpus (B)

Financial Data Sets (SEC EDGAR ARS) Scratchpad v1.ipynb
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Iterate through the URLs and open them, 
Use BeautifulSoup to read text from each HTML page

https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/Financial%20Data%20Sets%20(SEC%20EDGAR%20ARS)%20Scratchpad%20v1.ipynb


1.3 Data Preparation: Finance domain-specific corpus (B)

Financial Data Sets (SEC EDGAR ARS) Scratchpad v1.ipynb
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Use NLTK to normalize the text

https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/Financial%20Data%20Sets%20(SEC%20EDGAR%20ARS)%20Scratchpad%20v1.ipynb


2. Training and Tuning the Model

1. Training a BlazingText Model

2. Repeating the Training using different combinations of corpus 
(Example: English only, English + SEC10K, English+SECARS, with and without stop words, etc)

3. Using HyperParameter Tuning to find optimal parameters
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2. Training and Tuning the Model

BlazingText Trainer Scratchpad v4.ipynb
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https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/BlazingText%20Trainer%20Scratchpad%20v4.ipynb


2. Training and Tuning the Model

BlazingText Trainer Scratchpad v4.ipynb
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https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/BlazingText%20Trainer%20Scratchpad%20v4.ipynb


2. Training and Tuning the Model

BlazingText Trainer Scratchpad v4.ipynb
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https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/BlazingText%20Trainer%20Scratchpad%20v4.ipynb


2. Training and Tuning the Model

Tuning the model:
a. Manual  - iteration by repeating the training with different input corpus and different values of  

hyperparameters like vector dimension

b. Automatic – using SageMaker’s hyperparameter tuning jobs to automatically run the training with 
a given input but using different combinations of hyperparameter values within configured 
constraints
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2. Training and Tuning the Model

Tuning the model:

a. Manual  - iteration by repeating the training with different input corpus and different values of  
hyperparameters like vector dimension
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2. Training and Tuning the Model

Tuning the model:

b. Automatic – using SageMaker’s hyperparameter tuning jobs to automatically run the training with 
a given input but using different combinations of hyperparameter values within configured 
constraints
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3. Deploying the Model & Inference

Phrase Pair Comparison v2.ipynb
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https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/Phrase%20Pair%20Comparison%20v2.ipynb


3. Deploying the Model & Inference

Phrase Pair Comparison v2.ipynb
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https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/Phrase%20Pair%20Comparison%20v2.ipynb


3. Deploying the Model & Inference

Phrase Pair Comparison v2.ipynb
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https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/Phrase%20Pair%20Comparison%20v2.ipynb


3. Deploying the Model & Inference

Phrase Pair Comparison v2.ipynb
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https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/Phrase%20Pair%20Comparison%20v2.ipynb


3. Deploying the Model & Inference

Phrase Pair Comparison v2.ipynb
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https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/Phrase%20Pair%20Comparison%20v2.ipynb


3. Deploying the Model & Inference

Phrase Pair Comparison v2.ipynb
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https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/Phrase%20Pair%20Comparison%20v2.ipynb


4. Results / Evaluation

Phrase Pair Comparison v2.ipynb
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The notebook will accept the input as CSV (phrase1, phrase2) and provide another output file as CSV 
(phrase1, phrase2,similar_bool)

By default the notebook uses the model 'lm1b-sec10k-withstopwords-dim50' -- which was the one that 
was trained with both the LM-1-Billion-Words and the SEC 10K notes corpus, while retaining the stop 
words, with a vector dimension of 50. By default the notebook uses a "similarity threshold" 
of 0.695 that I assigned to this model. These defaults can be changed in the first cell of the notebook 
before running the rest of the notebook.
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https://sagemaker-wipro-raghuvv.notebook.us-east-2.sagemaker.aws/notebooks/1-billion-words/Phrase%20Pair%20Comparison%20v2.ipynb


4. Results / Evaluation

Manually created list of phrases and similarity groups:
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group phrase

1 date of birth

1 birth day

1 birth date

1 born on

2 year of incorporation

2 established in

2 founded in the year

2 incorporated in

3 home address

3 place of residence

3 residing at

3 residence address

3 house address

4 financial statement

4 balance sheet

5 high precipitation

5 heavy rainfall

6 counterfeit goods

6 fake products

7 shares

7 common stock

8 solar power

8 renewable energy

9 driverless cars

9 self-driving cars

9 autonomous vehicles

10 take a nap

10 fall asleep

10 go to bed

11 flunk the test

11 fail the exam

12 express shipping

12 expedited delivery

13 Income from operations

13 Operating revenues

14 latest style

14 modern fashion

14 current trend

14 in vogue

15 late in the night

15 after dark

15 past midnight



4. Results / Evaluation

Phrase pairs file used as input:
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42x41 = 1722 total phrase pairs generated from the 42 phrases 
- 90 pairs (phrases from same group) are meant to be similar 
- 1632 pairs (from different groups) are meant to be dissimilar

Output file:
A boolean value is reported against each phrase pair indicating whether 
that is evaluated to be a “similar” or not, as per the selected model and 
similarity threshold.



4. Results / Evaluation
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Analysis of the output (for one specific run of a model and selected threshold) –

When we use the default ML model in my notebook (lm1b-
sec10k-withstopwords-dim50) to compare these phrase 
vectors using a similarity threshold of 0.695, we get:

- 78 pairs identified as similar and 1644 pairs as dissimilar. 

- This includes 16 false positives and 28 false negatives. False 
positives included pairs like "fall asleep" and "after dark" -
which might appear in similar contexts.



4. Results / Evaluation
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Studied how the cosine similarity varies when phrases are picked from within the same group 
("intra-group similarity" : high similarity expected) versus when they are picked from different 
groups ("inter-group similarity" : low similarity expected).



4. Results / Evaluation

Summarizing the results of one run across all models
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4. Results / Evaluation
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The same input file was passed to all the models in my list and the output was analyzed to see how the models 
fare in terms of false positives and false negatives as opposed to returning the “correct” result.

Expected similarity Similarity as per model Categorization as correct / incorrect etc



4. Results / Evaluation

A rudimentary “score” was assigned to each model base don the number of “correct” and “incorrect” 
responses they returned for the given input file. 

This in turn was translated into an “error rate” – which was simply a measure on number of incorrect responses 
normalized against the total number of input phrase pairs.

This gave an indication of which model is performing well.



4. Results / Evaluation

The same input file was evaluated against all models – with different values of similarity threshold

And a “heatmap” was generated manually on excel to get a sense of where the “error rate” is lowest.

Based a visual analysis of this heatmap, an optimized value of “similarity threshold” was picked for 
each model.

These values are captured in mymodels.txt file, to be used as the default similarity thresholds for that 
model.



4. Results / Evaluation
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Analysis of the output : of the model and similarity threshold handpicked from the pool

INPUT

1722 total phrase pairs generated from the 42 phrases 
- 90 pairs (phrases from same group) are meant to be similar 
- 1632 pairs (from different groups) are meant to be dissimilar

OUTPUT

Model used: lm1b-sec10k-withstopwords-dim50
Similarity threshold of 0.695

- 78 pairs identified as similar and 1644 pairs as dissimilar. 

- This includes 16 false positives and 28 false negatives. 
False positives included pairs like "fall asleep" and "after 
dark" - which might appear in similar contexts.

44 errors out of 1722 inputs translates to:

Success Rate:  97.4%

Error Rate:         2.6%



4. Results / Evaluation
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Side Notes

• As the model artifacts 
generated by 
BlazingText are 
compatible with 
Gensim, I was able to 
load the models into 
memory on the 
notebook instance 
itself using genism 
module and run 
inference against them 
– without needing to 
spin up an inference 
endpoint via 
sagemaker. This is very 
handy for quick non-
production workloads.

• Gensim provides some 
enhanced functionality 
and I was able to use 
that library for 
interesting applications 
like “analogies”

France : Paris :: India : ?
Nearest word vector: “delhi”

USA:Obama :: India : ?
Nearest word vector: “manmohan”


